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Abstract
Basically, according to the Vedas and the Dharmaas. In
the Hindu scriptures, accepting the Vedas as the main text, every natural element is
imagined with one of the deity. For example, “W
the English says it rains the Hindus
adeva is raining. The educated person will say that Bihar was devastated by the
earthquake, the mythologist will say that the ruthless Rudra destroyed Bihar out of anger
rata
the echo of the statement was heard- “

।। 1
rtha as the only authoritative text

warming
“

than

the

dr

।

।

as are more heartstras
–

।। 2
In this essay, mythological texts will be relied upon to describe the full state of Indian
social culture and the ascending method will be followed as an aid to the research work.
a
a, Social status.
In all the civilized countries of the world, some kind of social system is prevalent in
those. In recent times, the sociology of the western countries has been taken a special care.
The only reason for this is the sociology of the developing Aryans which has its base on
spirituality. As a result, this society is strong and philosophical.
The ancient mythological information of Indians is
as. The
Pañ
a
nucarita are
indirectly related to the social life. There are various aspects of the religion that can be
observed in the several narratives included in the Pañ
as.
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People are social animals and they have different types of duties to do in the society.
Duties are been noticed in different situations of social life and the ancient sages divided the
society into four major parts noticing this difference. Two of the main duties of human
society are science, protection and service. Duties have been defined in the form of four
castes since Vedic times. The full development and enrichment of these duties of the caste
system (the official duties and the extensive system of religion) can be observed in the
Pauranic Vedic literat
stra.
From the earliest days, the overall development of Indian Hindu society has been done
in the basis of Indian history, culture, civilization etc. Caste religion is the life of Hindu
nation. Although foreign oppression has been going on for thousands of years, this nation
still exists in its own right, mainly because of its caste system. In order to protect the body,
we have face, hands, abdomen and legs, similarly V hma a is the brain of the
a a is equal to the arms, V
as
dra considered being
legs. There is a need of these four castes to protect the society. In the V
a, it is said
that –
a
v
ca dvijasattama ।
।।” 3
This recognition has been noticed in the Vedas also.
V
v
ja
ta।
ru tadasya yad v
padv
ata।।”4
as are recognized in this way- Manusmrti, V gav
a, V u,
V
rma etc. It is mentioned in the V
a that the immovable vagina is obtained
at least twenty million times before human life. Then, eleven lakh times of sweaty vagina,
nineteen lakh
’ ovary vagina, nine lakh times of aquatic fish, etc., are found in the
vagina. After forty million times the uterus animal like monkey, the human vagina had been
obtained.
The sages have created a variety of human religions for the purpose of relieving human
suffering – 1) General religion, 2) Special religion, 3) Extraordinary religion and 4) Disaster
religion.
V
rama religion is the main part of human religion. It has introduced special
religions according to the nature for the welfare of the nation according to its nature and
instinct
a saidan sv
v
sv
।
Sv
v
v
।।”5
V
rama has two parts in
–
rama system. In the caste
system, the caste is identified from birth, such as V hma a
a a, V
dra
rama system, human lives are divided into four parts V
rhasthya, V
sa. According to
as,
Vrahmati,
-Sattva and
, are three qualities and the different in actions
have created the four castes.
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The caste system is very ancient which is recognized in the Puranas. In the form of Lord
V
a maintained the dignity of the four castes. It can also be
noticed that after breaking the bow at the Sv amvara Sav
ma, but did not strike the weapon and said –
Brahmin, my reverend, you
mitra ”
V v
।
ma, v
।।”6
It has been
amvuka, who
was engaged in austerities as opposed to the caste system.
a a in a thick body in the Dv
a Yajñ
rata
hira asked him about Theology, he had saidv
tohanyad v
।”7
Thus the caste system had remained since the ancient times can be witnessed.
a said thatturv
akarma viv
।”8
So the four castes are not human-made, God is the creator.
From the very beginning of the creation, V
a from Sattv
a
and Tam
a, has been created. According to
karma – V
a
a a, V
dra – these four castes are defined in the
scriptures by virtue of nature.
The normal activities of a V
a are mitigation, respiration, asceticism, condo
nation, purity, peace, simplicity, knowledge, sc
a a
are courage, calmness, ability, spunk, war, donate etc. The normal activities of a V ya are
agriculture; cattle farming
dra are to serve other
castes. According to the different scriptures, the nature of these four castes is defined as the
dra, the religion o
a a and the salvation of V hma a.
For the well-being of the society also requires high thinking, governance, fundraising
and service work. In a society where there is a transparent advisor, a suitable ruler, a
fundraiser and a dedicated worker, there is no any harm in the society. As progress is made,
the three-eyed sage, realizing the necessity of these four objects, has defined the duties of
V
stated

’

a clearly

–
many

v

।

Sarv
nv
ca v
।।”9
And from this opposite intellect that evil is created, and that is why the advice of the
dras is to perform their duties as per the command of the Triv a. In this
way mutual help was achieved for the welfare of the society and the society was protected
through the caste system. They were engaged in their own specific activities. So, that there
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would no unjust practices and animosity towards the society. The society always stays in
full of peace and prosperity.
Then there is mention of
rata
mentions –
v
” 10
In the early days, the four castes of V
a, V
dra were
established in the society. Later, due to greed-lustful marriages, innumerable inconsistent
hybrid nations have been created in the society. As a result, innumerable nations were
created from the society in
ti – N da, Ugra, S ta, Magadha, B ha, A gaba, C
la, brtta etc. Their
actions are also mentioned.11
as mentioned
rhasthya, V
v
V
dv
v
That is to say, from the thing (organ)
rama, from the heart comes the V

-

like V

V
sage for a minimum life span of 100 years –
“
That means O God:

sa. V

ramas
a mentioned -

।
।।”12
rama, from the chest comes the
sa. The -Veda mentions the wish of a
v ” 13
”

stra, this life is divided into four parts, the first twenty five years
of V
rhasthy rama, the next twenty five
years of V
sa. From the castes and
religion, education, behavior and practical aspects of mankind would develop smoothly.
The seeds of the retiring tree which are sown in the V
rhasthy rama, blossom and flourish in the V
rama and would
rama and would be nourished with knowledge to produce nectarine fruit as
salvation.
The scriptures of
a mentions the
rama religion are protected in these four impenetrable forts. Many nations of
the world have sprung up and gone extinct, but the Hindu nation has been living in its glory
since
amv
।
asya na ।।
Nasou nirv
yati ।
vatasyavai ।।
rvavhouma sv
tmajñ na
।
14
v
tra vismaya ।।”
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Marriage – Marriage is a religious
ti,
a etc. It has an
important role in creating family in the society. In the Indian society, marriage has not only
physical, mental or social significance. Rather, in the caste system, marriage is the first step
to enter in
rhasthya from Vrahmacaryya. The word
’ is derived from the
’
’
means to carry the daughter of another as a relative
through reformation. Relate to othe ’ object is not possible without reciprocity and
reciprocity is not possible without donation. In other words, after the donation by the father
of the daughter, the marriage reform is completed by the
di rituals which are common
’
too. The purpose of this marriage is very special, sacred and glorious.
ti stated।”15
a and Vedas have recognized the greatest importance of women.
There are five types of Yajñ
rhasthy rama: Vrahma yajñ
yajña,
Deva yajña, V ta yajñ
yajña. It has been recognized that the wife has an important
role in this sacrifice. There are no rights of an unmarried person in these rituals.
“ Adarasya gatirnyasti sarvastasyaphalah kriya ।
v
viv
।।
yad v
।
api narastadav
sarvakarmasu ।।”16
ya V
a, by acknowledging half of the body of the
wife, has deprived the unmarried person of the right to sacrifice.
v
Ayajñ v
a
।”17
ti
–
prav ya garv v
।
18
tv
।।”
atapatha V
a that the wife is the better half of the husband.
She is incomplete without marriage and children.asarv

hi v
v vhavati. Atha yadoiv

v
v

na v
naiv
v
19
atha tarhi hi sarv vhav
”
–
h
।
।।”20

v ga
u na v
Food – Food was prominent in the society in
as contain detailed description of food. It is mentioned in the scriptures the food is
always through pure sattvik and justly earned.\
uddhou sattva
ti lav
sarv
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Even in the Puranas there are specific rules regarding food for the V
hastha,
V
and
.
Textiles – From the Vedic period, silk and cotton was the common garment. The silk
clothes were used in Vedic rituals. The Atharvaveda mentions that the dead person was
covered with fine cloth.
v sav v
ti v
v ।
Tattv
v
”।।22
ryya.
Nowadays, Tasara is marked as its symbol–
adhi v
” .23
The V sas’ cloth described in the Vedic texts was made of yarn. This suggests that the
yarn was of an advanced type. Even the rules of wearing clothes are mentioned in the
Vedas. The -Veda had also mentioned the application of ornaments. At that time the gold
jewelry was commonly famous. However, metals like gold, silver, diamond, emerald ivory
were also in use.
Vastu – In the Vedic and Pauranic eras, human habitation was beautiful. In Vedic texts,
Puranas and Sanskrit literature there are references to houses, buildings, hermitages,
palaces, temples etc. for human habitation. In the
-Veda, the hymns of the deity
V
pati for protecting the houses can also be seen. The Atharv
a, 24
a and the V
a contain
detailed descriptions of ecology.
Vehicles – The -Veda and Puranas speak of different vehicles of different deities. Such
and Sarasv ’
’
’
’
’
’
mainly elephants, horses, chariots etc.
There was also the description of bullock carts,
ika.
Again the description of aircraft can be seen in the Vedas. The
-Veda mentions
V
na.25
Sports – From Puranas and Sanskrit literature it is known that sports were entertainment of
the contemporary time. Sports were the accomplishment or yoga of human life. The yoga is
for the purpose of keeping life juicy and alive. There are also mentions of wrestling, water
sports, gambling, dance, drama, magic, music, musical instrument, travel, hunting, animalbird fighting, chariot races, horse races, fairs, festivals etc. – all those are mentioned in
V gav
rata etc.
Occupations – In order to manage human life in the society of that time, people of different
castes were employed to their respective works as stated in scriptures.
v
na voi prav
।
v
v
।।
coiv
।
V
viv
।।
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v
coiva v
dadou ।
jav coiv
v
prav
।।”26
Agriculture – The Vedas specifically mention agriculture and animal husbandry. The
Aryans attached special importance to agriculture.
v
asva
V
ramasva v
।
v kitav
v
sav
।।”27
It is known from V
that at that time cultivation of paddy, wheat, mug
etc were special. The Puranas also mention palm, coconut, jackfruit, amla, blackberry,
a mentions bananas, mangoes, betel nuts,
nutmeg, blackberries, tamarind, cinnamon, grapes and various fruits and vegetables in the
Himalayan landscape. The agriculture has been going on since the Vedic period till today.
Gopalana – From the Vedic age to the present day, the importance of cows has been
recognized; the contribution of cows to the progress of human civilization is undeniable. In
fact, the Aryans worshiped the cow as a deity. Cows are extremely beneficial, revered as an
essential animal since ancient times.
v
sa surav
।”28
a
a 29 and V
a 30
. In the
-Veda it is said that the cow is the mother of Rudra,
’
nectar
tarupa.
v
sv
v
।
Pra nu v
v
।।”31
Animals –
’ life for financial purpose since
ancient times. Horses, camels, deer, goats, etc. were reared. In a word, all the animals and
stra are still marked as very useful to
human beings.
Conclusion –
।
32
a sa
।।”
Puranic literature written in the simplest possible language by the Sutas and mythtelling sages for the benefit of the general public and in the interest of the people is of great
help in understanding the social life style of the Indian people- this matter has been
discussed in the above small scale.
Broadly speaking, the outline of Hindu culture as a collective form of ancient Indian
work divi
rama, worship,
knowledge i.e. devotion, bond-mokshadi, intercosmic human resources, deity etc. is
described only in the Puranas.
a has acquired a unique common
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(fundamental) place in the aspirations of Indian socio-culture due to the sweetness and
simplicity of the language.
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